
Native xx is coming to Coinstore and
Biconomy!
We are pleased to share a significant update with the xx community!
Many of you are already aware of our wrapped xx coin (wxx) that is listed on Coinstore and
Biconomy. Building on this success, we are now sharing that our native xx coin is listing on these
exchanges as well!

What This Means for You:
● Enhanced Accessibility: The listing of the native xx coin alongside wxx on the Coinstore

and Biconomy exchanges provides users with simple access to both forms of the xx
currency. The choice is yours!

● Increased Liquidity and Trading Opportunities: With both coins available on these
platforms, you can expect enhanced liquidity. This means easier transactions with less
price slippage, and more opportunities for trading.

● Cost-Effective Transactions: Trading on centralized exchanges like Coinstore and
Biconomy offers the benefit of lower transaction fees, making it ideal for those looking to
frequently swap between xx and wxx or to explore arbitrage opportunities economically.
Simultaneously, our wxx listing on Uniswap remains a great option for those who prefer
the autonomy and opportunities provided by decentralized platforms. Of course we
encourage you to utilize the platform that best meets your transaction needs and trading
style.

● Simple and Efficient Bridging: For now, bridging between xx and wxx will be as
straightforward as trading from xx to usdt and then from usdt to wxx, and vice versa. This
interim solution is not only cost-effective but also quick, allowing you to take advantage
of market conditions immediately.

Looking Ahead:
This update is part of our ongoing efforts to enhance the xx network ecosystem.
We are looking forward to introducing direct bridging capabilities for xx<>wxx transitions, set to
be completed this quarter, which will expand the functionalities available to our users.
However, the innovative approach of using centralized exchanges to bridge between xx and wxx
will continue to be a superb option, offering its unique benefits such as lower transaction fees
and enhanced liquidity. This dual-facility model ensures that our community has access to a
variety of tools tailored to meet their trading preferences and needs, both now and in the future.

Join Us in This Exciting Phase:
Now you can expand your trading strategies and enjoy the full benefits of both xx and wxx!
Stay tuned for the exact listing dates announced by these exchanges and get ready to
experience the versatility and robustness of the xx network. We are excited about it and look
forward to seeing how our community leverages these new opportunities!


